INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Researches on genomic structural variations (SVs), ranging from a few base pairs to chromosome-scale variants, have greatly broadened our knowledge of human genome ([@B1],[@B2]). Although single-nucleotide polymorphisms represent the most frequent class of genomic variation, it is generally acknowledged that human genomes differ more as consequence of SVs ([@B3]). Among these non-single base pair variations, insertions and deletions (INDELs), especially smaller ones ([@B4],[@B5]), are a common and functionally important type of sequence polymorphism and worth special attention ([@B6]).

Recent advances in high throughput sequencing technologies have enabled large-scale sequencing of personal genomes at low cost and offered new prospects for exploring the impact of INDELs on the genetic landscape of various diseases ([@B1]). Identification of INDELs from deep sequencing data is the first crucial step toward investigating the relationship between genotype and phenotype. Till now, based on the identification of discordant patterns in sequencing data, there exist four basic strategies to identify INDELs, (i) decreased or increased paired-end mapping (PEM) distance caused by insertion or deletion events ([@B7],[@B8]), (ii) depth of coverage (DOC) that focuses on the INDEL-induced gains or losses of mapped reads, (iii) split read (SR) that searches for split alignments of unmapped or clipped reads and (iv) *de novo* assembly of abnormally mapped reads to recover INDEL containing genomic segments ([@B3],[@B9]). By employing one or more strategies above, a number of algorithms and computational tools have been developed and applied to various genome sequencing projects ([@B10]--[@B14]).

However, sequencing-based accurate identification of INDELs still remains challenging. First of all, due to the natural limitation of the four basic strategies, all the currently available methods cannot detect a full size range of INDELs ([@B3],[@B9]). Based on their recognition signatures, INDELs can be empirically divided into three categories, (i) very small INDELs (1--9 bp) that can be well recognized by most of standard tools such as GATK ([@B15]) and SAMtools ([@B16]), (ii) small INDELs (10--40 bp) that fall in the range of 3-fold of standard deviation of library insert size and (iii) large INDELs (\>40 bp). The detection of very small INDELs (a couple of bp long) is quite straightforward and well characterized ([@B15],[@B17]), whereas the detection of small and large INDELs is much more challenging. PEM-based methods are not efficient in recognizing small INDELs that cannot cause significant change in abnormally mapped PEM distance. Likewise, the minimum size of detectable INDELs for DOC-based methods is limited by predefined window size ([@B3]). Both SR-based and assembly-based approaches perform well on small INDEL detection. However, for large deletions, especially for those involved in repetitive regions, these approaches lack both sensitivity and specificity ([@B3],[@B12],[@B18]). Most recently, several tools have been developed to overcome the shortcomings of single signature based algorithms through various combinations of multiple signals. To our knowledge, however, most of these tools focus only on the optimization of either small or large INDEL detections decided by their dependency on the PEM information. For example, a most recently developed algorithm LUMPY ([@B11]) integrates three signals (PEM, DOC and SR) to improve the sensitivity of SV discovery, but it does not work for small deletions and all sizes of insertions.

The four widely adopted signals for INDEL detection may be conflicted when calling variants from complex regions. Due to the complexity of human genomes and deficiency of alignment tools, true INDEL signals may be weaken if INDEL-supporting read pairs are unmapped, and even worse, erroneously mapped reads may lead to false or conflicting signals. Most existing methods are optimized in recovering INDELs with weak signals through combination of multiple signals. Nonetheless, none of these methods tested their ability in identification of INDELs with non-consistent signals. Moreover, a new challenge is brought by the development of cancer genomics and sequencing of heterogeneous samples, which require an unbiased estimation of INDEL heterozygosity ([@B19],[@B20]). Although several existing methods are competent at heterozygous INDEL identification, very few of them possess the ability to estimate the INDEL heterozygosity.

Unlike existing multi-signal integrated methods that firstly determine INDEL types before estimating breakpoint (BP) intervals, here we present a novel BP-based algorithm (termed BreakSeek), which can detect and cluster soft-clipped reads into BP candidates. All BP candidates are then linked into pairs as INDEL candidates using PEM information. INDELs are called only when two linked BPs can be successfully paired under a Bayesian decision model, which evaluates the likelihood of the presence of an INDEL with consideration of both local distribution of PEM distance and BP evidence as well as the alignment of SR reads. Through comprehensive evaluations on both simulated and real datasets, BreakSeek is demonstrated to be able to detect a full spectral range of INDELs with precise BP recognition and meanwhile can effectively control false discovery rate (FDR) in ambiguous predictions. Moreover, estimation of heterozygosity rate (HR) is also achieved in BreakSeek by incorporating a sophisticated statistical model on PEM distance and BP-supporting SR reads.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Overview of BreakSeek {#SEC2-1}
---------------------

As shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, BreakSeek employs a three-step strategy to discover INDELs. Firstly, it recognizes all the partially aligned reads (denoted as breakreads) and clusters them into BPs. Secondly, BreakSeek utilizes PEM reads surrounding BPs to classify and pair BPs. A Bayesian decision model is used to filter and classify the INDEL candidates based on both the Expectation--Maximization (EM) estimation of local PEM distance and breakread signals. Smith--Waterman (SW) alignment of breakreads from the two BPs is used to check and confirm the deletion candidates. Thirdly, all identified INDEL candidates are further evaluated by a dynamic scoring system that combines all signals (PEM, BP and SW alignment) and qualified candidates are reported as authentic INDEL calls.

![Outline of the multi-signal integrated BreakSeek framework. (**A**) A three-step workflow in BreakSeek. (**B**) Illustrations of the three core algorithms implemented in BreakSeek. (B1) BP clustering. Breakreads are clustered using single-linkage hierarchical clustering with self-defined distance (see Materials and Methods). The median position of the breakreads within the same cluster is assigned as the BP position. (B2) Four examples from chr20 of the NZYGMN dataset illustrate the INDEL classification procedure. A typical deletion with significant deletion-supporting breakreads at both BPs, which are paired by PE read pairs (colored in cyan). An insertion with evenly number of left and right BP-supporting breakreads companied by read pairs with reduced PEM distance (colored in green). A deletion with only the right BP recognized using breakreads recovered its missing BP using the EM-estimated deletion size through SW alignment. A small deletion identified using breakreads. (B3) Smith--Waterman alignment of deletions. For deletions with both BP identified, two breakreads most evenly split by the BPs are selected to perform the SW alignment. For deletions with only one BP identified, position of the missing BP is calculated using the reported BP and the EM-estimated deletion size, the clipped segment of the selected breakread is aligned to the extrapolated missing BP region (see Materials and Methods).](gkv605fig1){#F1}

BP recognition {#SEC2-2}
--------------

All partially aligned reads (breakreads) are collected and clustered into BP candidates. Typically, there exists four types of breakreads, namely, the *MS, SM, MDM* and *MIM* breakreads defined by how they are clipped when aligned to the reference ([@B16]). Here, *M, S, D* and *I* represent match, soft clipped, deletion and insertion, respectively. For example, for a 31 bp deletion, a *MS* breakread with 100 bp length mapped near the left BP may reveal the existence of the BP in its CIGAR as *76M24S*. Another *MDM* breakread spanning the deletion may have *42M31D58M* as its CIGAR. More formally, a breakread is a tuple *br = (pos, ssize, type, seq, mapq)*, where *br.pos* is the extrapolated BP position, *br.ssize* records the clipped size of the breakread, *br.type* ∈{*L, R*} marks whether the supporting BP is the left or right BP according to the CIGAR pattern, *br.seq* is the read sequence used later in BP pairing and *br.mapq* is the mapping quality of the breakread. BP is then defined as a cluster of such breakreads that break at almost the same position on the reference sequence with at most several base pair distances.

For INDELs, the breakread signature of the two BPs is highly recognizable. The left BP of an INDEL is always dominated by *MS* breakreads. That is, reads spanning the left BP of the INDEL break at the BP and all bases to the right of the BP or spanning the inserted/deleted region are clipped. Similarly, the right BP is represented by *SM* breakreads. The *MIM* and *MDM* breakreads only accompany small INDELs, which can be entirely covered by a single read. Such breakread patterns can be easily explored by parsing the CIGAR of all reads. Moreover, the exact BP position can be acquired through calculation with the start genomic coordinates and parsed CIGAR values. More specifically, for left BP indicating by *MS* breakreads (*br.type = = L*), *br.pos* is calculated by summing start genomic coordinates and mapped size of the read. For *SM* breakreads (*br.type = = R*), the position of the right BP, *br.pos*, is simply the start genomic coordinate of the breakreads.

After recording all the breakread information, these breakreads are clustered into BP candidates *b = (pos, type, seq, brs)* using hierarchical single-linkage clustering with self-defined distance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$dist\left( {br1,br2} \right) = \frac{{\left| {br1.pos - br2.pos} \right|}}{{1 + \left( {br1.type = = br2.type} \right)}}$\end{document}$. For a BP candidate *b, b.brs* is the list of *br* clustered into BP *b, b.pos* is the median of *br.pos* for all *br* in *b.brs* as robust estimation of BP position, *b.type* defines whether *b* is a left or right BP which is determined later in the Bayesian classification procedure using both breakread signals and PEM information, *b.seq* contains *b.seq.l* and *b.seq*.r which are the *br.seq* with clipped size *br.ssize* closest to half read length among all *br* in *b.brs* with *br.type* be *L* and *R*, respectively. Intuitively, the BP cluster *b.brs* would be dominated by *br* with *br.type* = *R* if it is the right BP of a deletion, whereas for insertion *br.type* should be equally distributed between *L* and *R* for the two BPs should be collapsed into the same position when all breakreads are mapped to the reference.

PEM-based BP pairing {#SEC2-3}
--------------------

Besides being an authentic INDEL BP, BP candidates may be either BPs of a non-INDEL variation or merely noises from wrong alignments. To ensure the reliability of INDEL BPs, PEM information is implemented not only to help filter false BP signals but also to pair the two BPs of the same INDEL. For deletions, there should be read pairs spanning the entire deleted region. Similarly, for small insertions that are shorter than the insert size, read pairs can also span the inserted fragment. Accordingly, all possible pairings of BP candidates supported by spanning read pairs are picked and ranked according to the supported read pairs as INDEL candidates.

Here an INDEL candidate *c = (bp, pems)* consists of two components: a pair of BPs *c.bp = (c.bp.l, c.bp.r)* and a list of read pairs spanning one or both BPs. Let *rl* be the read length, all *pem = (st, ed, mapq)* in *c.pems* must satisfy *c.bp.l.pos* in *(st + rl, min(st+l,ed)-rl)* and/or *c.bp.r.pos in (max(st, ed-l) + rl, ed-rl)*, where *l* is the fragment length of the read pair, and in an ideal deletion case, *l* = *ed-st - (d.bp.r - d.bp.l)*. Since the real fragment length *l* is inaccessible, practically *l* is estimated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\hat l = \bar L + 4 \times \hat \sigma (L)$\end{document}$ where *L* is a sample of estimated fragment length of normally mapped read pairs on reference. A minimum of three read pairs is needed to each INDEL candidate. The only difference between INDEL candidates is that for insertions *bp.l* and *bp.r* are already collapsed into the same BP, while deletions tend to have two distinct BPs.

Bayesian INDEL classification and INDEL candidate filtering {#SEC2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Intuitively, there should be at most three kinds of read pairs near INDELs. The INDEL-supporting read pairs, non-INDEL-supporting normal read pairs for heterozygous INDELs and erroneously mapped reads due to the complexity of DNA sequences and limits of current alignment tools. To identify INDEL-supporting read pairs and to estimate INDEL size, an EM algorithm is performed on local distribution of PEM distances for each INDEL candidate to group read pairs into false alignments, non-INDEL or INDEL supported read pairs.

Conditioned only on read pairs mapped nearby, we assume that the fragment length *L* of read pair *p* from all true positive INDELs follows the following mixture distribution $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$(1 - \alpha )f_{{\rm {\rm err}}} (p) + \alpha {\mathcal N}_{{\rm {\rm normal}}} (L;\mu _N ,\sigma _N^2 )$\end{document}$ should perform better. The EM algorithm is performed to evaluate the fitness of the two models, which is also included in the following Bayesian filtration and classification of INDEL candidates. The EM-estimated mixture weights, *α* and *β*, are used in estimation of heterogeneity, and the EM-estimated INDEL size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Although it is unable to directly calculate the density of the probability that a read pair *p* is erroneously aligned, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mu _{{\rm indel}}$\end{document}$ is likely to be false alignment. BPs from other type of SVs rather than INDEL can also be filtered for their supporting read pairs heavily concentrate on the false alignment term, which makes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For a BP *b = (pos, type, seq, brs)* itself, under the assumption that all fragments are sampled uniformly during sequencing, the clipped size *br.ssize* for all *br* in *b.brs* should be uniformly distributed on *{1,2,...,rl}* where *rl* is the read length. With enough breakreads, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let *DL, DR, I, N* indicate whether a BP *b* is a deletion left or right BP, an insertion BP or noise caused by false alignment. For an INDEL candidate *c = (bp,pems)* and for *b* in *{c.bp.l, c.bp.r}*, the BP type *b.type* is determined by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Alignment-based filtration of deletion candidates {#SEC2-5}
-------------------------------------------------

Naturally, breakreads supporting the left or right BP of the same deletion, though distantly mapped, should share the same segment for they are originally sampled from the same region where the deletion occurs (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, for a typical deletion *c*, the overlapping region of breakreads from the two BPs should match perfectly. Smith--Waterman alignment is performed to get the best alignment of breakreads selected from the two BPs, *c.bp.l.seq.l* and *c.bp.r.seq.r*, if the two sequences fail to match base-to-base linearly. All badly aligned deletion candidates with less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For a deletion *c = (bp, pems)* with only one breakpoint *bp*, which happens if the other BP lies within a repeat region, the deletion size is extrapolated using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$[bp.pos - (\mu _{{\rm indel}} - \mu _N ) - 1.5\sigma _N ,bp.pos - (\mu _{{\rm indel}} - \mu _N ) + 1.5\sigma _N ]$\end{document}$ if *bp.type = R*. The Smith--Waterman alignment is implemented to align the clipped segment of the most evenly clipped breakread from breakpoint *bp* to the above region to determine its missing BP.

INDEL scoring and calling {#SEC2-6}
-------------------------

After alignment-based filtration, all the remaining INDEL candidates are supported by breakread and PEM patterns, as well as local sequence alignment for deletions exclusively. Then, we employ a multi-signal interactive scoring system to rate the reliability of all signals used during INDEL classification. The basic idea of this scoring system is that even with some weak-supported signals, we can still be confident in INDEL calling if there exist some other strong signals.
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Design of simulation studies {#SEC2-7}
----------------------------

Performance of BreakSeek and seven other INDEL detection tools, BreakDancer ([@B7]), SOAPindel ([@B12]), CREST ([@B14]), LUMPY ([@B11]), Pindel ([@B18]), PRISM ([@B21]) and DELLY ([@B13]), on sensitivity and control of False Discovery Rate (FDR) were firstly compared on four well-designed simulated datasets. The four different types of simulated data were to focus on the influence of varying library insert size (300, 400, 500), varying standard deviation of library insert size ([@B30], 40, 50), read coverage ([@B10],[@B20],[@B30]) and global heterozygous rate (0.25, 0.33, 0.42, 0.5). An artificial chr20 sequence was created by incorporating 3903 non-overlapping INDELs, with size ranging from 10 bp to 4500 bp, simulated on chr20 from hg19 using RSVSim ([@B22]) with default *weightsRepeats* and *weightsMechanisms* parameters. All read pairs were simulated using pIRS v1.1.0 ([@B23]) with 100 bp read length, substitution-error rate 0.005 and 10% insert size, if not predefined, as standard deviation (*sd*). The simulated paired-end reads were aligned to chr20 of hg19 using bwa 0.7.5a-r405 ([@B24]) with the *bwtsw* option for *bwa index*. The FASTQ-formatted reads were first mapped to the hg19 reference using *bwa aln* and the SAM file was generated using *bwa sampe*. For heterogeneous dataset simulation, paired-end reads simulated from both artificial and real chr20 of hg19 were combined with different ratios (15/45, 20/40, 25/35 and 30/30).

For above simulation-based performance comparison, sensitivity and FDR of each method were determined by directly comparing the method output with the 3903 *true* INDELs. A deletion call *d* was regarded as true positive if its overlapping region with the true INDEL *t* is at least $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$max(insert\_size\_sd,min(100,t.size))$\end{document}$ will be considered as true positive. The maximum distance between estimated BPs and the true positions of each INDEL was also considered to evaluate accuracy in BP estimation of the six methods.

Real datasets {#SEC2-8}
-------------

Paired-end sequence data for individual NA12878 were downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive (accession number ERP001229) and aligned to the hg19 human genome reference sequence using BWA v0.75a-r405 with default parameters. The NA12878 data contain over 3.1 billion reads, with a flat distribution of insert size (*mean* ∼320 bp, *sd* ∼70 bp). We also used another high-quality human re-sequencing dataset (NZYGMN), which has a mean insert size distribution of ∼500 bp but with a much lower standard deviation (∼23 bp). The NZYGMN sequence data were aligned to the hg19 reference sequence using BWA v0.75a-r405 with default parameters. The alignments of both datasets were imported to the INDEL detection tools for further performance evaluations.

Parameter settings in the INDEL detecting tools {#SEC2-9}
-----------------------------------------------

For both simulated and real datasets, read length, data coverage and mean insert size which were pre-estimated from chr20 of the datasets and were shared by all the methods to avoid bias in performance due to the randomness in parameter estimation. For the latest version of DELLY (v0.6.3), the default settings (-s 9) were used. For SOAPindel, *ext* was set to 1000 to allow detection of INDELs smaller than 1 kb. For BreakSeek, CREST, Pindel and PRISM, the default setting was used given pre-estimated insert size mean and sd. For PRISM, -p was set to 4. For LUMPY, according to its requirement, all unmapped and soft-clipped reads with at least 20 clipped bases were extracted from BWA output using split_unmapped_to_fasta.pl with --b 30. The extracted reads were then realigned using YAHA with maxHits 2000, wordLen 11 and minMatch 15. Discordant paired-end alignments and split-read alignments were also extracted independently from BWA output and the YAHA ([@B25]) output with *minimum weight for a call* 4, *trim threshold* 0.0, *pre-estimated insert size mean* and *sd, read length, min_non_overlap set to read length, discordant_z* 4, *back_distance* 20, weight 1 and *min_mapping_threshold* 20, respectively, to meet the requirements of the LUMPY (pe + sr) method. Since LUMPY prefers to report BP intervals with probability for each call, only BPs with the maximum likelihood were treated as positions of its INDEL calls. From outputs of all methods, only INDELs with at least four supported reads (if provided) were selected as valid calls. The inGAP software ([@B26],[@B27]) was used to visualize the pair-end mapping details of INDELs for manual checking.

PacBio long reads based validation of INDELs on the NA12878 dataset {#SEC2-10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

For real dataset-based benchmark studies, INDEL *d*~1~ and *d*~2~ reported by different methods were considered the same if there exists at least one bp overlap with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$max(insert\_size\_sd,\frac{1}{{10}}min(d_1 .size,d_2 .size))$\end{document}$. For the NA12878 dataset, results of all methods were further verified through BLASR and BLAST alignments of PacBio long reads to the hg19 genome. A deletion call *d* was considered validated if there exist at least two PacBio long reads split-mapped to the deletion region *(d.start -- 1000, d.end + 1000)*, with the gap (*g)* satisfying $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\frac{1}{2}i.size$\end{document}$ bp overlap with the predicted insertion *i*. An example of verified deletion is shown in Supplementary Figure S1. The PacBio long reads are available at <ftp://ftp-trace.ncbi.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp/technical/working/20131209_na12878_pacbio/Schadt/>.

PCR validation of BreakSeek exclusive calls on the NZYGMN dataset {#SEC2-11}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Twenty-five deletions from BreakSeek exclusive calls were randomly selected for PCR validation (Supplementary Table S1). For each deletion, a pair of primers was designed to amplify the target region. Through PCR amplification, *bona fide* deletions would be validated since there would be PCR product (with length the predicted size -- deletion size) shorter than the expected/original product length with reduced size matched the deletion size. For heterozygous deletions, there would be two amplified bands. Ambiguous deletion calls were further validated through Sanger sequencing.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Simulation studies {#SEC3-1}
------------------

To comprehensively evaluate the performance of BreakSeek, we designed and simulated genomic sequencing datasets with varying insert size, standard deviation, sequencing depth and HR, and compared BreakSeek with seven widely used methods. BreakDancer, Pindel/DELLY/PRISM and SOAPindel represent three typical INDEL detection algorithms, which adopt PEM, split-red and assembly strategies, respectively. CREST and LUMPY integrate multiple INDEL signals, which can significantly improve prediction accuracy ([@B11],[@B14]).

Firstly we tested how insert size and its standard deviation could affect the sensitivity and specificity of INDEL detection. As shown in Supplementary Figures S2 and S3, with the increase of insert size or its variance, the sensitivity of INDEL detection using BreakDancer decreased, whereas the other tools are not sensitive to insert size variance. We secondly evaluated the effect of sequencing depth on the prediction performance, and found that the sensitivity of BreakSeek and BreakDancer slightly reduced at low sequencing depth (10-fold). This is mainly due to the two tools utilize PEM information for INDEL prediction. With the increase of sequencing depth to 20-fold, BreakSeek managed to achieve high sensitivity and specificity on both INDEL detection, which outperformed all the other seven methods. Strikingly, BreakSeek could successfully detect a full spectral range of INDELs from a few dozen bases to kilobases. In contrast, neither LUMPY nor CREST could recognize insertions, and both tools had very low sensitivities to detect small deletions ranging from 10 to 50 bp. Pindel and PRISM had good performance on deletion detection, whereas they failed to recognize long insertions. Theoretically, the assembly based approach SOAPindel has no preset limitations on INDEL size. However, its ability to detect large INDELs was greatly confined by the predefined parameter (-ext) ([@B12]). As shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, even with a loose parameter (-ext 1000) that aims to detect all INDELs shorter than 1 kb, SOAPindel still failed to detect 90% of INDELs longer than 500 bp. Taken together, our algorithm BreakSeek has much better and more stable performance on detecting both small and large INDELs than the other five tools.

![Performance comparisons between BreakSeek and seven other widely used INDEL detection tools on simulated datasets with varying sequencing depth. INDELs were divided into six groups according to their sizes, and the sensitivity of methods for each group was calculated and presented separately. BP accuracy was calculated based on the deviation of estimated BP position from its actual position.](gkv605fig2){#F2}

Notably, BreakSeek, Pindel, PRISM, SOAPindel and CREST could accurately detect BP locations for INDELs. In contrast, the estimation of deletion BPs predicted by LUMPY and BreakDancer was much less reliable, in which over 20% of deletions were deviated from their actual locations by at least 50 bp.

We further simulated deletions with various allele frequencies to assess the performance of BreakSeek to detect heterozygous deletions and to estimate HR. As shown in Supplementary Figure S4, the sensitivity of the five methods did not vary much when deletion allele frequency reached 33%. We also compared the estimations of HR by these methods. Since Pindel, PRISM, DELLY and LUMPY did not provide HR estimation, these methods were removed from the comparison. Although CREST cannot estimate INDEL HRs directly, it does output the number of soft-clipped reads and local sequencing depth. Hence, we calculated approximate HRs for CREST by summing the number of soft-clipped reads divided by the local sequencing depth. As shown in Supplementary Figure S4, BreakSeek performed as good as the assembly based method (SOAPindel) on HR estimation, whereas the CREST-derived HRs were highly biased toward underestimation. Using only the breakreads information and EM-based analysis of PEM distances, BreakSeek achieved comparable accuracy on HR estimation at much less computational cost than the assembly based SOAPindel.

INDEL detection and PacBio long reads based validation on NA12878 {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The NA12878 dataset sequenced at ∼50× coverage (European Nucleotide Archive, ERA172924) was adopted to examine the performance of INDEL detection by the seven methods. Since BreakDancer cannot detect most of small INDELs, it was excluded for subsequent comparisons. In addition, we used the Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) long reads of NA12878 to validate all reported INDELs. Since it is hard to estimate the size of long insertions and thus to validate long insertion with confidence, here we focused on the comparison of small INDELs (\< = 40 bp) and large deletions (\>40 bp). As shown in the simulation studies, DELLY, LUMPY and CREST can hardly detect small INDELs. Therefore, benchmark studies on small INDELs were mainly confined to BreakSeek, SOAPindel PRISM and Pindel.

For small insertions ranging from 10 to 40 bp, only BreakSeek, PRISM, Pindel and SOAPindel could make predictions. As shown in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, BreakSeek predicted fewer insertions than the SOAPindel and Pindel, but with much higher validation rate. As expected, small insertions identified by all the four methods had the highest validation rate (61.0%). It should be noted that the validation rate of small insertions identified by BreakSeek and at least one another method (52.5%) ranked the second, which is much higher than that of INDELs shared by any of the other methods (26.7%). Similarly, for small deletions, BreakSeek outperformed the other four methods on both sensitivity and specificity. For large deletions, CREST has the highest validation rate (84.8%). However, it reported fewer deletions than the other four methods and the number of validated deletion of BreakSeek (2680), SOAPindel (2170), LUMPY (2455), Pindel (2597) and PRISM (2469) are over 38.2%, 11.9%, 26.6%, 34.0% and 27.3% more than that of CREST (1938), respectively. The performance of BreakSeek and LUMPY was comparable on detecting large deletions. On the simulated datasets, Pindel and PRISM (Supplementary Figure S5) showed high sensitivity and specificity in detecting both small and large deletions. For the real dataset NA12878, however, Pindel identified much more false positives than all the other tools, partly because it lacks an efficient strategy to filter noise signals. For all the three categories, the number of INDELs identified by BreakSeek and another tool simultaneously (shown in yellow) was significantly higher than that without BreakSeek (shown in light green). This indicates that the INDELs detected by BreakSeek are more likely to be supported by other independent tools, which is further confirmed by its high validation rate in PacBio data.

![Performance comparisons of INDEL detection on the NA12878 dataset. Venn diagrams of small insertion, small deletion and non-small deletion calls were presented in subfigures (**A**), (**B**) and (**C**), respectively. All three diagrams were partitioned and marked with unique colors to highlight INDELs detected exclusively by BreakSeek (orange), SOAPindel (purple), Pindel (green), LUMPY (pink) and PRISM (brown), and calls recovered by all methods (red), INDELs detected by at least two methods other than BreakSeek (lightgreen) as well as calls detected by both BreakSeek and at least one but not all of the other methods (yellow). The line and bar charts below the Venn diagram show the validation rate using PacBio long reads. Both the validation rate and the number of validated (dark gray) and unvalidated INDEL calls (light gray) were summarized and presented by methods and by Venn partitions.](gkv605fig3){#F3}

Contribution of PEM and BP signals in detection of large deletions {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------

From performance comparison based on the NA12878 dataset, we noticed that the five methods are much less concordant on detection of large deletions (\>40 bp) than small INDELs. For example, small INDELs called by all the three methods (BreakSeek, SOAPindel and Pindel) made up of over 69.5% and 74.2% of total BreakSeek predictions, respectively. In contrast, only 50.9% of large deletions predicted by BreakSeek were validated by both SOAPindel and Pindel. To figure out why these methods tend to be discordant on detection of large deletions, we specifically explored the PEM and BP patterns in large deletions using a new dataset (NZYGMN). The reason for using this dataset, instead of NA12878, is that NZYGMN has a better sequencing library quality with much smaller variance of insert size and the access to DNA samples for experimental validation. In order to focus on the discrepancies caused by choice of different strategies, apart from our BreakSeek, split-read based Pindel, assembly based SOAPindel, and the highly robust multi-signal based CREST were included. A LUMPY-included analysis is also performed and presented in Supplementary Figure S6, which is highly concordant with results in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![Summary of performance on detection of large deletions on the NZYGMN dataset. (**A**) Large deletion calls reported by the four methods were presented in a Venn diagram and were colored into seven partitions. (**B**) For each Venn partition, column I records distribution of total number of breakreads from both BPs of the deletion calls. Column II presents the scatterplot of reported deletion size (*x*) versus EM-estimated size (*y*) with colored density, and column III shows the scatterplot of total PE read pairs spanning only single BP (*x*) versus the number of read pairs spanning both BPs (*y*). (**C**) Hierarchical clustering of deletion calls by all four methods according to their similarity in the composition of calls from each Venn partition. Deletion predictions were classified into 16 groups according to their strength of PEM and BP signals.](gkv605fig4){#F4}

We firstly applied the four methods to detect deletions from the PEM results of NZYGMN to the human reference genome. As expected, Pindel identified the highest number of deletions among the four methods, whereas CREST identified the lowest number of deletions (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Secondly, we evaluated the goodness of deletion calls from each Venn diagram partition by checking the concordance of breakreads, PEM information and local DOC. Intuitively, a perfect true positive deletion call should meet the following criteria: (i) it maintains a reasonable number of breakreads near the two BPs, (ii) there should be sufficient read pairs spanning both BPs (the deleted region) as well as read pairs spanning only one of the two BPs for heterozygous deletions, (iii) the reported deletion size should be concordant with the size estimated based on the PEM distance spanning the deleted region. Therefore, to get a glance at the reliability of deletion calls for each Venn diagram partition, we checked (i) the number of breakreads adjacent to the two BPs, (ii) the number of read pairs spanning single BP versus those spanning both BPs, (iii) the concordance between the reported deletion size and the expected size by the EM algorithm.

As shown in Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the deletions reported by all the four methods had an average of 25 breakread supports. Moreover, the reported size of these deletions is roughly similar to their estimated size based the EM algorithm. BreakSeek predictions (including Rows I, V and VI) were more likely to be true positives since the distributions of both breakreads and PEM signatures were highly concordant with the expected patterns. Notably, as shown in the third column of Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the plots of the number of read pairs spanning one BP versus the number of read pairs spanning two BPs could classify predicted deletions into three groups: (i) homozygous deletions only had read pairs spanning the two BPs and thus were distributed along the *y* axis, (ii) heterozygous deletions scattered near the *y = x* line according to their HR and (iii) questionable and probably false positive calls were distributed on the *x* axis, which did not have PEM support. Obviously, a significant amount of deletion calls along the *x* axis, with no read pairs spanning the supposed deleted region, were reported by SOAPindel and/or Pindel (Category II, III and IV). In addition to such discordance with PEM information, there also existed SOAPindel/Pindel calls with no breakreads near both BPs as well as calls with highly inconsistent EM-estimated size. To validate the accuracy of deletions only predicted by BreakSeek, we randomly selected 25 of them and validated through PCR and Sanger sequencing. As shown in Supplementary Table S1, at least 20 could be experimentally validated, indicating the high accuracy of our BreakSeek method.

To closely examine the effect of PEM and BP signals on deletion calling, all reported deletions by the four methods were classified into 16 classes according to their strength in signals of BPs and PEM information (Supplementary Table S2). For a reported deletion, its PEM signal will be considered as 'reject' if the EM-estimated deletion size is less than *--1 \* sd* (standard deviation of insert size, *sd*), indicating reduced PEM distance caused by insertions. Deletions with EM-estimated size greater than *sd* will be considered to have supportive PEM signals. If the absolute difference between the method-reported deletion size and EM-estimated size is small enough (less than 1/3\**min(reported_size, EM-estimated size)*) and the number of deletion-supporting read pairs is more than 40% of read depth, the PEM signal will be regarded as strongly supportive. The BP signals are classified according to the percentage of deletion-supporting breakreads among all local breakreads. For a deletion, its BP signal will be regarded as rejecting or supportive if there are less than 40% or more than 60% breakreads supporting the deletion, respectively, and strongly supportive if there are over $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\frac{1}{2}$\end{document}$ read depth deletion-supporting breakreads contributed to more than 80% of local breakreads. In this way, we classified the deletions into 16 classes, and then used them to explore the characteristics of deletions reported by different methods. As shown in Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, based on the compositions of the six Venn diagram partitions, we can clearly see that not only classes with similar Venn diagram compositions were grouped together, but also deletions called by each method were classified based on the strength of supportive signals. Most BreakSeek calls (including exclusive and the two shared calls labeled as orange, yellow and red) had supportive or at least non-conflicting BP and PEM signals, whereas a large number of Pindel and SOAPindel exclusive calls (shown in green and purple) had weak or even conflicting signals. Notably, deletions called by all methods (shown in red) were predominant in the first two classes with strong BP and PEM supports.

Weak PEM and BP signals associated with repetitive elements {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

For predicted deletions with weak or no supports, we further examined the mapping details and repetitive structure of the reference sequence around the predicted deletions. Considering that most of Pindel exclusive calls were not supported by PEM signals (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), we speculated that these calls are likely to be artifacts of false mapping of SR. Hence, for each Pindel exclusive deletion call, we extracted the left 50 bp and right 50 bp segments of reference sequence at both BPs, and mapped them back to the 8 kb (default maximum detectable size and search range of large deletions indicated by *max_range_index* for Pindel) region of the reference genome covering the '*deleted'* region. By counting the number of all possible combinations of mappings of the two segments, we found that segments of over 40.8% of Pindel exclusive calls had multiple mapping choices (Supplementary Figure S7). This indicates that without PEM and BP supports, SR mapping alone as implemented in Pindel does not guarantee filtering all false positive predictions.

A typical example of such situation is shown in Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, where Pindel reported a deletion on chr3: 102,527,314 - 102,527,548 in NZYGMN. This region is covered by a 681-bp tandem repeat with repeat unit size of 26 bp. Read pairs were abnormally mapped to this region, as revealed by the blue and green links. However, after correcting the mapping positions of all read pairs to where provided them the most likely PEM distances, as shown in Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the distribution of corrected PEM distances matched the distributions of normal read pairs, indicating that there should be no deletion in this region, which was further experimentally confirmed.

![Examples of two large deletion calls on NZYGMN with original and corrected distribution of local PEM distance. (**A**) Visualization of PEM of a false positive call by Pindel using inGAP. (**B**) Comparison of the original and corrected local PEM distribution near the Pindel call. Abnormally mapped read pairs were corrected based on their optimal EM-estimated PEM distance. (**C**) Visualization of corrected PEM of the Pindel call. The chromatogram of amplified sequence confirms that there is no deletion in this tandem repeat region. (**D**) Visualization of PEM of a BreakSeek exclusive call. (**E**) Comparison of the original and corrected local PEM distribution near the BreakSeek call. (**F**) SW alignment of deletion-supporting breakreads. PEMs were visualized using inGAP, read pairs with normal PEM distances were linked by gray lines, read pairs with abnormally long PEM distances (\> *mean* + 3\*s*d*) were marked by blue lines and read pairs with abnormally short PEM distances (\< *mean* - 3\*s*d*) were linked by green lines.](gkv605fig5){#F5}

Besides these false positive calls resulting from false PEM and SR signals, there also exist true deletions missed by most methods because of weak signals. Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a BreakSeek exclusive deletion on chr7: 101,060,883 - 101,060,948 in NZYGMN, which contains a tandem repeat region. Although there are very few breakreads near the right BP, BreakSeek successfully recovered the left BP based on the EM-estimated deletion size. Through the BP clustering procedure, BreakSeek determined its right BP, where the breakreads could be uniquely aligned to the two boundaries of the tandem repeat (Figure [5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, PEM distances of read pairs supporting the deletion should be reliable since they did not vary much even after the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) based correction. BreakSeek employs a Bayesian scoring system that filters unconfident deletion calls by evaluating not only the strength of each signal but also the their cleanness and consistence with each other. Therefore, unlike any other PEM or SR-based methods, BreakSeek is able to recognize such deletions with week or conflict supports and filter false positives through deletion pairing and Bayesian classification system.

Heterozygosity estimation in NA12878 and NZYGMN {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------------------

To evaluate the performance of BreakSeek on determining the HR of deletions, we used both BreakSeek and SOAPindel to estimate HR for each heterozygous deletion. Because the other methods (Pindel, PRISM, DELLY, LUMPY and CREST) do not provide such estimation, these methods were not included in the comparison. Unlike performance comparison and validation of INDEL detection, direct evaluation of the accuracy in HR estimation is currently impractical. SOAPindel estimates HR based on the local assembly of deleted regions, and thus the HRs estimated by SOAPindel are likely to proximal to the real HRs. Therefore, we directly compared BreakSeek HR results to SOAPindel estimations.

Impact of the distribution of PEM distance to the heterozygous estimation of BreakSeek was examined by comparing the overall differences between SOAPindel and BP estimation on SOAPindel-reported 'heterozygous' calls. As expected, HR estimation of INDEL calls on the NZYGMN dataset is more accurate than that on the NA12878 dataset, since the PEM-based statistical inference should be more reliable in NZYGMN with a sharp insert size distribution (Supplementary Figure S8A). As shown in Supplementary Figure S8B, HR estimation by BreakSeek was almost similar to that estimated by SOAPindel in NZYGMN. In contrast, HRs were underestimated by BreakSeek in NA12878, which was presumably caused by the misclassification of deletion-supporting read pairs to normal ones due to the large standard deviation of PEM distances in NA12878.

BreakSeek running time {#SEC3-6}
----------------------

BreakSeek was implemented in Python 2.7 as a standalone program (<https://sourceforge.net/p/breakseek/>). We summarized running time of BreakSeek and the other four methods applied to the ∼50X NA12878 dataset on a supercomputer with 2.13 GHz Intel Xeon processors. Any pre-processing to the SAM/BAM file required for the methods was included. As shown in Supplementary Figure S9, it took SOAPindel, even when running parallelly using 10 CPUs, significantly much more time than the other four methods running in a single process. In most cases, the running time of our BreakSeek was comparable to that of LUMPY and was slightly shorter than the running time of Pindel. It should be noted that the running times of almost all methods on chr10 are exceptionally longer than the times on other chromosomes of similar size. This is likely due to the ultra-high sequencing depth in certain regions of chr10.

DISCUSSIONS {#SEC4}
===========

In this study, we developed a novel multi-signal integrated probabilistic model for INDEL detection, which provides accurate BP prediction with single-nucleotide resolution. With a novel Bayesian classification system and the SW alignment based filtration for deletions, our algorithm BreakSeek outperforms existing INDEL discovery methods on its sensitivity and specificity, particularly for detecting full size range of INDELs. Moreover, BreakSeek, based on both breakreads and EM estimation of PEM, can unbiasedly and efficiently estimate the HR for predicted INDELs.

Although most multi-signal integrated methods like LUMPY already implemented unequal weights for different signals and some even supported user-defined weights, none of these methods realized that the weight for each signal should be adaptive to the size of potential variation. Unlike existing methods, in our BreakSeek, all signals are treated and valued differently according to their sensitivity and reliability in detection of small and large INDELs.

For small INDELs, split-read or related breakread patterns are greatly efficient, whereas PEM and DOC signals make little contribution when the INDEL size is smaller than the standard deviation of insert size or DOC window size. Implementation of statistical methods on spanning read pairs and average gains and losses within the DOC window would be misleading, because the systematic change in fragment length and local coverage caused by the INDEL is insignificant compared to random variation. Multi-signal based methods like LUMPY can hardly detect small INDELs (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) for they are optimized for large SV calling and keep the same PEM/SR weight in detecting SV of all sizes. Well aware of the fact that the number of small INDELs overwhelmingly surpasses that of large INDELs (Supplementary Figure S10) ([@B28]--[@B32]) and SR signal is more efficient in small INDEL detection than PEM and DOC, our BreakSeek focuses on the recognition of breakread patterns when calling small INDELs, with PEM information for confidence evaluation. Comprehensive performance evaluations on both simulated and real datasets confirm that this BP-based strategy is more efficient for small INDEL detection.

PEM signal is useful and robust for large deletion detection, whereas the SR alignment based methods (e.g. Pindel) are much less efficient. Without information about the INDEL size, Pindel performs a brute force search over a predefined region to determine the locations for a pair of BPs. This is not only time-consuming but also cap the maximum size of its detectable INDELs. In addition, most PEM integrated methods like LUMPY prefer to report intervals of BP instead of the exact positions for each call, since PEM information is used mainly to narrow the BP intervals. For large INDEL detection, our BreakSeek method is not only much more efficient than non-PEM based methods like Pindel, but also provides more accurate BP estimation than most multi-signal integrated methods like LUMPY. Moreover, BreakSeek further maximizes the advantage of PEM on large INDEL detection by performing an EM estimation on PEM distances of all read pairs. Given sufficient read pairs (\> = 30X), this procedure not only provides accurate and reliable estimation of INDEL sizes but also makes estimation of HRs applicable since all read pairs are naturally classified into either INDEL-supporting or INDEL-rejecting read pairs if heterozygous INDELs are present. One shortcoming of BreakSeek is that the HR estimation can be biased if the sequencing depth is not sufficient or the standard deviation of library insert size is too large.

How to handle weak or conflicting signals is a significant challenge for multi-signal integrated methods, particularly when calling INDELs in or adjacent to repetitive regions. However, many existing multi-signal based tools focus on increasing sensitivities through combination of all available information, which works well in recognizing true variants with weak but concordant signals. However, none of these methods pays attention to conflicting signals. As shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, signals of most deletions reported by Pindel and/or SOAPindel exclusively were actually against the existence of the reported deletion. Some of them could be true positive, yet in most cases deletion candidates with incongruous signals, usually caused by wrong mappings assigned by alignment tools near repeat regions, are likely to be false positives. This may partly explain why Pindel always works great on clean simulated datasets but tends to have a much higher FDR on real datasets (Figures [2--4](#F2 F3 F4){ref-type="fig"}). In this study, we proposed a new and sophisticated scoring-based approach to distinguish *bona fide* variants from false positive calls among INDEL candidates with discordant signals. The scoring procedure, in consideration of different patterns in terms of both signal strength and cleanness, is adopted in BreakSeek to evaluate the reliability of all three types of signals. For INDEL calls with unconvincing evidence, only those either with weak but clean and consistent signals or with acceptable incongruent signals but are accompanied by strong and reliable signals are considered as confident calls. For example, some large deletions with one BP within repeat region that causes missing or false breakread signals can be recognized if they are supported by reliable PE read pairs spanning the repeat region. We highly recommend that all existing and future methods should check and optimize their performance on recognizing *bona fide* variants from candidates with false or conflicting signals.

Taken together, besides the benefits from combination of multi-signals, our work on the optimization of adaptive signal weights and recognition of INDELs with discordant signals further improved both the sensitivity and FDR in INDEL detection. INDELs detected by our BreakSeek with accurate BP position can be quite useful for downstream genomic and transcriptomic researches such as aberrant splicing and dysregulation of transcript isoform expression caused by INDELs ([@B33]--[@B35]). We believe the method presented in this study would be useful to the genomics and bioinformatics community not only by providing accurate and reliable detection of INDELs at single base resolution with unbiased HR estimation, but also by offering a comprehensive framework of INDELs unexplored before.
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